
 

An ephemeral place located on the beach Palais Stephanie, 
partner of the Hotel JW. Marriott will take life all ten days 
of the Cannes Film Festival: L’Instant S.Pellegrino by Potel 
et Chabot. 
In a chic and refined decor, enter the space S.Pellegrino, to 
live an exceptional moment. 
At lunchtime, you can discover the dishes that have made 
all the fame of Maison Potel et Chabot and a Signature 
Menu specially developed by Chef Yoni Saada.  
To sublimate Instant S. Pellegrino, the Chiefs will offer you 
gourmet recipies and visual, locavore and seasonal to 
delight your taste buds. 

In the evening, place at the creation with La Notte by Live 
Nation and the Chef Jean Imbert who will propose a 
unique menu, live music background, orchestrated by Live 
Nation. 
On this occasion, the Chef will propose you to discover a 
creative and gastronomic menu, elaborated with seasonal 
products of the region guaranteeing surprising taste 
flavors. 
After dinner, Live Nation will celebrate each night with 
one of the many young talents that make up the current 
artistic landscape. 

Paris, 23 april 2018 
S.Pellegrino, the sparkling water for all gastronomies, has always embody the Italian way of life through fine, high-
quality cuisines, a pledge of sharing and conviviality. 
This year, the Italian house, official partner of the Cannes Film Festival, accompanied by the Agency Lili & Co, offers 
you to share an experience of high gastronomy, an enchanted parenthesis in the heart of the madness of Cannes, in 
the form of two moments of 'exception. 

A propos de : 
> S.Pellegrino, since 1899, is the most refined sparkling water, synonymous with the Italian way of life and makes each culinary discovery a unique 
moment.  https://www.sanpellegrino.com/fr/fr  
> Live Nation, world leader in the live concert market, with more than 30,000 concerts a year, offers young talents the opportunity to promote and 
develop their creative and artistic know-how. https://www.livenation.fr  
> Maison Potel et Chabot, founded in 1820, continues to carry the ambition to offer the best and most innovative in terms of gastronomy to accompany 
all your receptions. https://www.poteletchabot.com   
> Le Chef Jean Imbert, At the head of his establishment, L'Acajou, offers you to taste at his table a gastronomic cuisine, graphic and locavore. http://www.l-

acajou.com  
> Le Chef Yoni Saada, at the head of its restaurant Bagnard and two establishments in the process of opening, offers you to discover a Mediterranean  
cuisine, uninhibited and full of flavors. https://www.yonisaada.com  
> AMPM, is committed to the respect of a demanding quality by designating furniture of 100% French design, with noble materials, a craft spirit and a 
love of work well done. https://www.laredoute.fr 
> l’Hôtel JW Marriott, former Palais des Festivals known for its modern architecture. This 5-star hotel opens its doors to its 261 rooms including 50 suites 
to make you live an exceptional stay in the heart of the Croisette. http://www.marriott.com  
> La Plage Stéphanie Beach, ideally located at 50 boulevard de la Croisette, the largest beach in Cannes, is a showcase dedicated to gastronomy and 
voluptuousness. 
Contacts :  
S.Pellegrino : Agence S Pellegrino  
Live Nation et  Jean Imbert : Nicolas Hoyet, Agence IMPR, mhoyet@impr.fr 
Potel et Chabot: presse@poteletchabot.fr 
Yoni Saada : hello@yonisaada.com  
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